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Short Bio 

Pieter de Villiers is an Associate Professor at the Department of Electrical, 

Electronic and Computer Engineering at the University of Pretoria, South 

Africa. He is the group head of the Signal Processing and 

Telecommunications group, and co-chair of the Multichoice Chair of Machine Learning. Until October 

2017, he was a principal researcher at the Defence, Peace Safety and Security (DPSS) business unit  

the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Pretoria, South Africa.  

He obtained his Bachelors and Masters degrees at the University of Pretoria, South Africa, and a PhD 

in 2008 at the University of Cambridge, UK in statistical signal processing (particle filtering) under the 

supervision of Prof Simon Godsill. Since 2010, he has been working on establishing a data fusion 

capability at the Radar and Electronic Warfare competency at DPSS. His research interests include data 

fusion, target tracking, Bayesian inference, nonlinear filtering, pattern recognition, graphical models 

and machine learning.  

Pieter has been regularly attending Fusion conferences since 2010 and his ISIF activities include 

membership of the technical program committee and acting as session chairs for Fusion conferences, 

as well as being a member of the official ISIF Evaluation Techniques for Uncertainty Representation 

and Reasoning Working Group (ETURWG). Pieter is the general co-chair for the 23rd 2020 International 

Conference on Information Fusion to be held at the Sun City Convention Centre, South Africa. 

Position Statement 

It would be my wish that the fields of sensor, data and information fusion is elevated to the same 

ubiquitous status as data science, big data and machine learning. The increasing prominence of 

autonomous vehicles, robotics, smart cities, radio telescope arrays, mobile health (through wearable 

devices) and cloud fusion, present clear opportunities to increase the prominence of sensor, data and 

information fusion. By further lifting the prominence of these application areas at Fusion conferences, 

the important fusion research field of multi-sensor multi-target tracking and fusion can be further 

complemented and diversified though contributions to a host of new application areas. This would 

further strengthen a trend that has been in play at several Fusion conferences over quite a number of 

years.  

Being from South Africa, a country with many developmental challenges, I would like to see the Fusion 

community expand to include many members from such countries. As such I am raising awareness of 

the Fusion conference in South Africa and other African countries, so as to introduce new members 

into the Fusion community. This is one of the main reasons that my colleagues and I entered a bid to 

host the 2020 conference. Of course, this also hold for other such regions in the world, which could 

benefit the Fusion community in the long run. Hopefully this could complement other essential efforts 

that include lifting the research stature of JAIF and ISIF, which many members of the community have 

been building over many years. 


